Power Vocabulary (3 hrs)
Powerful Techniques To Boost Your Vocabulary
Presented By Nishant Kasibhatla
Trainer, Speaker & Best-Selling Author
World Record Holder & The Only Grand Master of Memory in Singapore

Introduction
According to language expert W.B. Elley, "a rich vocabulary is a valuable asset and an important
attribute of success in any walk of life." In other words, your vocabulary plays a large role in your
success. It is important to begin building one’s vocabulary as early as possible. You need a good
vocabulary to speak confidently. However, many students are stuck when it comes to committing new
words to memory. Many students feel that learning new words and meanings is a tedious task. This
workshop is designed to enable the participants to have fun while improving their vocabulary. The
workshop teaches the participants various powerful techniques to boost their vocabulary
Workshop Outline
Learn why cramming and repetition doesn’t work
Effective ways of increasing your vocabulary in the shortest possible time
Powerful Techniques to help you have fun while improving your vocabulary
Traditional ways v/s non-conventional ways to improve vocabulary
Learn 50 SAT/GMAT level words and their meanings
Can technology and software help? Introduction to the some great resources to learn new words
Use the internet to speed-up the process of boosting your vocabulary
Taking it to the next level: How to use the new words in your speeches and conversations
effectively
 Step-by-step Action Plan to learn hundreds of new words and their meanings effectively










Training Methodology:
We employ research-based powerful accelerated learning methods to make the most of the learning
process. Apart from the most popular 'presentation-discussion' method, highly interactive group
exercises are employed to bestow the benefits of synergistic learning to the participants.
Internalization:
The workshop comprises of written exercises, group exercises and games/activities specifically aimed
at internalization of all concepts taught.
Evaluation
At the end of the workshop, we shall gather feedback from pupils to assess the effectiveness of the
workshop for submission to the school.
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